
TraceLink Inc., the World’s Largest Track and Trace Network for connecting the life

sciences supply chain and providing real-time information sharing for better patient

outcomes, today announced that Praxis Packaging Solutions has selected TraceLink to

help its pharmaceutical manufacturing customers comply with the serialization deadline

for the U.S. Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA). After experiencing connectivity

challenges with another vendor’s serialization solution, Praxis turned to TraceLink to

eliminate point-to-point integration complexities, meet the DSCSA serialization deadline

and reduce business risk for its pharmaceutical customers.

Established in 1989 and headquartered in Michigan, Praxis Packaging Solutions is a full

service contract packaging organization (CPO) specializing in secondary packaging

operations for the pharmaceutical industry. To prepare for DSCSA, Praxis originally

selected another serialization vendor that was providing both hardware and software
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solutions, but quickly experienced challenges when the vendor’s software solution was

unable to connect with their customers. As a result, the contract packaging company

turned to TraceLink for its market-leading integration expertise and proven abilities in

data exchange and partner connections. 

“Praxis ensures that product quality and consumer safety are at the forefront of

everything we do. We needed a cost-effective serialization solution provider that was

proven in providing an end to end digital supply chain network, with the agility to quickly

connect and validate the brands within our infrastructure,” said Scott Hanmer, Senior

Vice President of Praxis Packaging. “Now that TraceLink is integrated into our overall

serialization program, we can provide our customers with the highest levels of product

control and tracking throughout our part of the supply chain, from our receipt of

incoming product until the time we ship the finished goods.”

“We are pleased that Praxis chose TraceLink as its long-term serialization partner for

DSCSA compliance. By quickly recognizing the critical need to migrate from its former

point-to-point serialization system to TraceLink’s interoperable, integrate-once network

platform, Praxis is raising the bar with their serialization strategy,” said Shabbir Dahod,

president and CEO of TraceLink.  “As pharmaceutical companies realize the

complexities of serialization and the need for unprecedented scalability and seamless

data exchange, they continue to turn to TraceLink to leverage our network expertise and

rapid implementation at the lowest possible cost.”



With the DSCSA enforcement delay for manufacturers, pharmaceutical companies are

taking the opportunity to refine their serialization programs.  Currently, TraceLink is the

only solution provider with over 120 companies serialization-ready, enabling companies

like Praxis Packaging to leverage a network-centric serialization infrastructure that

minimizes connections and maximizes reuse of resources across a diverse customer

base, in order to meet the DSCSA serialization deadline.

To learn more about meeting global pharmaceutical compliance deadlines and how to

build a flexible serialization, track and trace, and reporting platform for the U.S., the EU,

and other global regulations, please visit: www.tracelink.com.
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